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ABSTRACT

For the calculation of neutron spectra in cold and super thermal sources scattering laws
for a variety of liquid and solid cyrogenic materials were evaluated and prepared for use in
deterministic and Monte Carlo transport calculations. For moderator materials like liquid and
solid H2O, liquid He, liquid D2O, liquid and solid Hi and D2, solid CH4 and structure materials
such as Al, Bi, Pb, ZrHx, and graphite scattering law data and cross sections are available.
The evaluated data were validated by comparison with measured cross sections and compari-
son of measured and calculated neutron spectra as far as available. Further applications are
the calculation of production and transport and storing of ultra cold neutrons (UCN) in differ-
ent UCN sources. The data structures of the evaluated data are prepared for the common SN-
transport codes and the Monte Carlo Code MCNP.

I. INTRODUCTION

For the optimisation of cold neutron sources transport and thermalisation calculations
must be performed to get important parameters such as gain factors, heating rates and lluences
for containers etc. For such transport and thermalisation calculations for all investigated
moderators and structure materials realistic scattering laws must be available. There exist
computer programs for the solution of the neutron transport equation based on the Monte
Carlo method (MCNP-X [1]) or discrete ordinate SN-method (DORT/TORT [2]). The scatter-
ing law data and transport and thermalisation calculations must be validated by corresponding
experiments by comparing of measured and calculated cross sections and neutron spectra. At
IKK since many years scattering law data were derived and evaluated for a number of mod-
erators and different phase stales. The present data, developed at IKK are the following:

• Liquid hydrogen as p-H2 and o-H2 at T = 14K and 20.38K
• Liquid deuterium as o-D2 and p-D2 at T= 19K and 23.65K
• Solid o-D2 at T = 5K, 1 OK, 13K and 17K
• Solid p-H2 at T= 5K, 6K and 13K
• Gaseous hydrogen as p-H2 and o-H2 at T = 2O.38K and 25K
• Gaseous deuterium as o-D2 and p-D2 at T = 23.65 K
• Liquid helium as 4He at T = IK (UCN-production)
• Bismuth at T = 77K and 293.6K
• Beryllium at T = 2.5K and 25K
• Aluminium at T = 20K, 100K and 293.6K
• Lead at T = 293.6K
• Heavy Water as D(D2O), O(D2O) + all other interference terms at T = 293.6K



• Light water ice as H(H :O) at T = 4, 20, 30, 77, 113, 165, 218. 248, 258 and 273 K
• Solid methane al T = 22K
• Graphite al T = 293.6 K and higher

The data are available as S(ct,P) scattering laws with detailed a,p grids and MCNP thermal
scattering data or multigroup transport data in 150 thermal groups. For ultra cold neutrons
special group structures and MCNP data were generated up to 10"" eV.

2. INVESTIGATION OFTHH NKUTRON SCATTERING DYNAMICS AND
THHRMALISAT1ON IN SOLID AND LIQUID LIGHT WATHR

2.1 General

Light water is a very important moderator material used over a wide temperature range in
power reactors, research reactors or for cold neutron sources. To deliver realistic data seis for
standard neutron cross section libraries as HNDF/B |3), JFF [4], JFNDL [5| or for MCNP 111
the neutron scattering dynamics in the different phases of the moderator must be well under-
stood to describe the energy and momentum transfer of thermal neutron scattering, lor II
bound in H2O the singlet and triplet neutron scattering amplitudes or scattering lengths differ
very much. So in every phase the commonly used incoherent approximation is a tolerable as-
sumption. The error in the cross section data may be in the order of about 2%. For ulI phases
discussed, the neutron-scatlerer interaction is pronounced by the individual dynamical excita-
tions of the scatterer. Generally these may be divided into translational modes al low frequen-
cies, which essentially are intermolecular interactions and optical modes which may he han-
dled as discrete oscillations at higher energies and which stand for intra-molecular interac-
tions. Of course, if water is not in the condensed phase, the H?O molecules may rotate free.
For the single H2O molecule with its non-linear structure, generally, there are 3N degrees of
freedom. With N=3 atoms in the molecule these degrees of freedom divide into 3 for transla-
tional motion, 3 rotations and 3 oscillations. In the literature, these different motions gencralk
are discussed to derive more or less quantitative models for the neutron scattering dynamics in
a condensed or uncondensed phase of light water. In the following, we give a survey aboui llie
models derived at IKK for the individual phase and compare it with assumptions of other au-
thors. The derived frequency distributions are then input for the codes LKAPR of the N.IOY
code package |6] or GASKFT2 | 7 | (modified at IKK) to generate Scattering Law files in
FNDF-6 format. For the chosen a,p grid of the S(a,p) care must be taken to ensure a close I >
correlation to the important domains of p((0). For quality assurance of the prepared tiles, a loi
of differential and integral neutron cross sections are compared with measurements. In addi-
tion, other parameters closely correlated to the phonon spectra as heal capacity, elTeelive neu-
tron scattering temperature or average scattering amplitude of the scattering nucleus are in-
vestigated. To test the neutron ihermalisation. neutron flux spectra are calculated and com-
pared with experimental ones.

2.2 Solid H2O. ice

At normal conditions liquid water crystallises as hexagonal close packed (hep) ice classi-
fied as modification Ih. To understand this structure, one can imagine that the H2O molecule
is located as a first approximation at a lattice point of the hep lattice. Whereas the molecular
translations are strongly hindered as do the hindered rotations to some extent, the in-
tramolecular oscillations may be treated as relatively free motions. In the literature, there exist
different assumptions for the three mode motions to derive a generalised frequency distribu-
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tion, which is the base to generate cross section data sets. For the hindered translations, the
most quantitative information is given by Nakahara |8], who used the root sampling method
to obtain the dispersion relations and the phonon spectum of ice. For our model, we have
smoothed out his histogram values to get the lower energy part of Fig. 1. Other models for
this part are known from Prask et. al. |9], Burgman el al. £101, or Renker [ I I ] , who derived
the low energy spectrum from time-of-flight measurements of inelastic scattered neutrons in
hep ice. This method of course is somewhat problematic, because multiphonon excitations of
the lowest peaks influence the higher energy part and a quantitative correction is difficult.
Other authors as Tewari et. al. [12] assumed Debye spectra for this energy region with Debye
temperatures around 250 K. For the solid state of water, the translational weight of the fre-
quency distribution should be approximately 1/18, as is generally demonstrated by Kadotani
et al. 113].

For the high frequency intramolecular oscillations the assumption of discrete harmonic
Einstein 8-oscillators is a good approximation, whereas for the asymmetric scattering modes
the frequencies are nearly identical. So they are handled as degenerated with doubled weight.
The detailed frequencies are listed for the three phases in Table 1. Compared to formerly pub-
lications we have modified the values, especially for liquid water and water vapour. Com-
pared to our treatment of H in polyethylene [ 14], we have set the weight of the intramolecular
oscillations to 0.5 in the complete frequency distribution, which is consistent to the assump-
tion for the light water data of ENDF/B-6 published in the Kernel Book [15]. As we have
shown in our studies for H in polyethylene, the individual weights of the 3 oscillations and the
3 hindered rotations are nearly identical. Therefore the weight of the oscillations should be a
little bit smaller than 0.5. But being consistent with our models for the liquid and gaseous
phase we neglect this.

In the condensed phases, the hindered rotations cover a broad band of frequencies.
Compared to the liquid in the solid the binding is stronger, resulting in an increase of the
band peak of about 12%. For our model of H in H2O in Ih ice we have designed a Doppler
broadened gauBian peak around 75.6 meV weighted to 0.5 - 1/18. The shape is shown in the
upper energy range of Fig. I. In contrast to other authors as Nakahara [8| or Tewari et. al.
[ 12| we assume for the hindered rotational level an Einstein 5-oscillator. The consequence is a
very narrow peak, which is not realistic for the condensed phase from physical aspects.

Contrary to our model for the liquid phase the continuous frequency distribution for
light water ice (see Fig. 1) is assumed to be temperature independent. This means that it is
handled in harmonic approximation.

Table 1. Intramolecular oscillator frequencies of H in H;O in eV

oscillation
asym. (B1.3

sym. (ih

ice
409
203

liquid
436
205

vapour
460
198

Light water ice is of special interest as a cold moderator in the temperature range of
some K up to about 10-20 K. To test the quality especially of the translational part of the fre-
quency distribution we calculated the heat capacity and compared it with experimental data
116] and with a commonly used Debye model. As is clearly seen from Fig. 2 our model is su-
perieur to a simple treatment.

To examine the quality of the generated phonon spectrum for water ice Ih comparisons
were done for differential and integral neutron cross section measurements. To do this for a
lot of temperatures Scattering Law files in ENDF-6 formal must be calculated. This was done
either with the LEAPR code of the NJOY code svstem or with the IKE version of GASKET2.



In Table 2 a survey is given about the temperature grid of the Scattering Law files. In addi-
tion, in this table values for the effective neutron scattering temperature Tcn , the Debye-
Waller integral DWI, and the average scattering amplitude <u> of the bound H are listed. Tcn
is used for calculating scattering law data outside of the stored a.p* grid according to the short
collision time approximation and the DWI is used lor the generation of the incoherent elastic
neutron scattering data.
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Figure 1. Continuous part of the frequency distribution of H bound in light water ice
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Table 2. Generated Scattering Law files for H in H^O and parameters correlated to ihe phonon
spectrum

T / K
4

20
77

113.2
165.2
186

218.2
248.8
258.2
273

Teff/K
1188.7
1188.7
1189.7
1191.1
1195.4
1198.2
1203.5
1209.9
1212.1
1215.8

DWI / eV1

12.08
13.24
20.34
25.42
33.00
36.10
40.95
45.63
47.07
49.36

< u > /A
0.158
0.166
0.205
0.230
0.262
0.274
0.291
0.308
0.312
0.320

s
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Figure 3. Differential neutron scattering cross section in water ice at 2I8.2K (KO=39meV)

Among the numerous recalculated neutron cross section experiments we present here an an-
gular distribution (Fig. 3, [17]), the total neutron cross section (Fig. 4, 118]) and the average
cosine of the neutron scattering angle (Fig. 5, 117]) for different temperatures. A first test of
the calculated cross section data and the processed MCNP data sets two thermalisalion ex-
periments with pure moderator systems [45] were recalculated. For two experiments (Inoue et
al. [45]) with ice of 20 K and 77 K respectively the neutron spectra in the re-entrant hole were
measured and calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. The calcu-
lated and measured spectra were normalised according to the 1/E range. The calculated flux
density spectra agree well with the corresponding measured spectra, especially for 20 K. The
geometrical model was only roughly described in the publication of Inoue et. al. Therefore,
the shown results may be biased due to this uncertainty.
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Figure 7. Neutron flux density spectrum in light water ice at T=77K



2.3 Liquid water

Compared to the solid slate liquid water shows some modifications in the binding rela-
tions of the HiO molecules. Springer 118] has discussed in detail these effects. Following the
model assumptions of Eueken 119| and considering the experimental data of Haywood, Page
120) we have generated a model for the complete dynamical modes treatmenl constructing a
generalised frequency distribution for H bound in liquid water. Details are published by
Keinert, Mattes |2I). The Scattering Law Data generated at IKK with this model were inte-
grated into the JKF data libraries [3] . Details are given in the JHF documentation |22). Com-
pared to the model based on the HNDF/B-6 data files our model treats the hindered transla-
tions as well as the hindered rotations being temperature dependent, whereas in ENDF/B
these modes are treated in harmonic approximation. In our model for H bound in FNO in the
liquid phase the scattering dynamics modes are treated according to following assumptions:

• hindered translations with effective temperature dependent masses. The temperatures of
the generated S(a,(5) data are listed in Table 3. The moving translalional units can be
thought to be clusters of single molecules as well as two fold, four fold, and eight fold
complexes of HiO molecules with varying frenquencies depending on temperature.

• hindered rotations with a broad band of frequencies are temperature dependent as it is
shown in Fig. 8. In this figure also a comparison is made with the temperature independ-
ent curve taken for ENDF/B-6 (15|. Considering a special temperature, the wanted fre-
quency distribution is interpolated from the limiting curves.

• two Hinstein 8-oscillators are used for the description of corresponding symmetric and
asymmetric vibrations of the water molecule. Compared to our model for Ihe JHF data
119] the frequencies of the degenerated asymmetric vibrations are slightly reduced taking
into account the liquid state.

Table 3. Generated Scattering Law file temperature grid and parameter values correlated to the
individual frequency distribution

T / K
273.2
278.2
293.6
308.6
323.6
348.6
373.6
398.6
423.6
448.6
473.6
498.6
523.6
548.6
573.6
598.6
623.6
647.2

T.rr /K
1309.8
1310.7
1313.7
1316.8
1320.1
1326.2
1332.9
1340.3
1348.2
1356.8
1365.8
1375.2
1385.0
1395.3
1406.0
1417.0
1428.3
1439.3

DWI/cV
11.15
11.22
11.45
11.67
11.89
12.27
12.65
13.04
13.45
13.89
14.32
14.74
15.17
15.62
16.07
16.51
16.95
17.40

< u > / A
0.152
0.153
0.154
0.156
0.157
0.160
0.162
0.164
0.167
0.170
0.172
0.175
0.177
0.180
0.183
0.185
0.188
0.190

Hmm /amu
53.30
51.32
46.(X)
42.29
39.00
34.50
31 .(X)
28.75
27.00
26.00
25.(X)
23.87
23.1X)
22.50
22.(X)
21.55
21.00
20.40
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Figure 8. Continuous part of the frequency distribution of H bound in liquid water

The generalised frequency distributions were taken to generate Scattering Law files in
ENDF-6 format for several temperatures. The chosen temperature grid is given in Table 3
Additionally, there are also shown the effective scattering temperature, the Debye-Waller in-
tegral and the average scattering amplitude of the bound hydrogen. These parameters simply
are correlated to the chosen frequency distribution p(co). The upper temperature is near the
critical temperature of 647.4 K.
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Figure 9. Differential neutron scattering cross section of H2O at room temperature (Eo=l 14 meV)

From the stored Scattering Law files many differential and integral neutron cross sec-
tions are calculated and compared with experiments. In the following figures some plots are
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presented. The corresponding experimental data were taken from [23-27]. For neutron
thermalisation studies in liquid light water MCNP data sets are generated with the NJOY code
system [6] and neutron flux spectra calculated with MCNP are compared with measured ones
of different experimental arrangements.
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Figure 10. Total neutron cross section of water at room temperature
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2.4 Conclusions for H2O

For light water in its phases solid and liquid we have derived realistic models to
describe the neutron scattering dynamics as a function of energy transfer, impulse change and
moderator temperature. In addition, we discussed other model assumptions published and
showed consequences to calculated neutron scattering cross sections. For our models the
overall agreement with measured cross section data proved satisfactory. The cross section sets
were generated for a distinct temperature grid and stored in ENDF-6 format. For
thermalisation studies data sets for neutron transport ccxies as MCNP are generated as energy
point libraries or as multigroup libraries for deterministic codes in 309 neutron energy groups.

3. HYDROGEN AND DEUTERIUM

3.1 General

The molecular dynamics of hydrogen and deuterium is determined by the motion of the
either free Hi or D2 molecules (gaseous phase) or the bound state (condensed phase). Caused
by the different two possible spin correlation there exist two molecular modifications (orlho
and para). The ground-states are p-Hj and 0-D2 (low spin value); the excited states are o-H2

and p-D2. The general formalism of neutron scattering in the condensed phases is presented in
chapter 3.4. Important physical properties for the two cold moderators are given in table 4.

Table 4. Physical properties of deuterium and hydrogen at standard conditions

Parameter
Melting temperature [K]
Boiling temperature [K]
Hep lattice

a [A]
c | A ]

Density [g/cnr1]
Atomic distance | A|
Rotator energy (tneV]
Oscillator energy [meV]

Solid
Gus. liquid

Bound atom scattering cross section [barn]
Coherent
Incoherent

Scattering length bc. |fm]
Absorption cross section [mbarn]

I>2

18.72
23.65

3.605
5.882

0.204
0.748
7.42

371
386

5.604
2.043

6.678
0.056

H2

13.95
20.38

3.782
6.167

0.089
0.751
14.71

516
546

1.705
80.275

-3.683
332
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3.2 Gaseous hydrogen and deuterium

The Hi or D: molecules have 6 degrees of freedom, which can be subdivided into
translations (3), free rotations (2) and oscillation (1). The acoustic modes therefore are
weighted to 0.5. From the optical modes, the oscillation is weighted to 1/6. For the gaseous
moderator the acoustic part of the frequency distribution is degenerated to a Delta-function at
w = 0. The neutron scattering dynamics is described by the interaction of the neutron with a
free molecule. Since the scattered waves from different molecules have no phase relations,
only intra-molecular scattering takes place. Interference scattering is not possible. Koppel,
Young [28] have derived the scattering theory for this case quantitatively. To get neutron
cross-section data one must solve the Schrodinger equation for the system neutron and scat-
tering molecules by use of the Fermi pseudo potential in the first Born approximation consid-
ering the molecular motions free translations, free rotations and harmonic oscillations lo gel
the complete scattering function, which is the Fourier transformation of the Scattering Law
S(a,p).

Since no computer program was available for us for the generation of cross-section data
according lo the general Koppel-Young theory, we implemented optionally the Koppcl-
Young formalism in our program SCATHD |29] for the different modifications and phases of
hydrogen and deuterium.

3.3 Liquid hydrogen and deuterium

In the liquid phase the single molecules are condensed according to central force and
quadrupole interaction. The translational modes therefore are smeared lo a broad band in the
frequency distribution. In Fig. 12 and 14 our results of an evaluation is shown. Compared to
earlier publications (Keinert, (29, 411). the models for the liquids arc modi/led to a one peak
curve considering new publications |43, 44| which are consistent with the relations in liquid
water. The optical motions are nearly unchanged as free rotations and harmonic oscillations of
the single molecule. In the liquid state the neutron interaction with the moderator molecules is
complicated. The coherent scattered waves from a single molecule (intra) and the coherent
scattered waves from different molecules (inter) can interfere. First of all. the intermediate
scattering function of the translational part was generalised and integrated in the Koppcl.
Young formula by Emendorfer 129] The interference scattering was considered by deriving
static structure factors S(tc) (Fig. 13) (Keinert |29|) and integrating them by modification of
the coherent scattering part according to the Vineyard approximation (see formalism in chap-
ter 3.4). The Program SCATHD allows the calculation of Scattering Law Data S(a.|S) ac-
cording to this theory. Comparisons of differential and integral measured cross-sections with
our calculated values show excellent agreement. Compared to earlier results |29| the effect of
the altered frequency distribution is very small. SCATHD calculates all neutron scattering
components (coherent as well as incoherent) in the S(a,P) section of the HNDF/B-File (Ml=7.
MT=4) for the liquid phase and integrates it.
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3.4 Formalism of neutron scattering in condensed deuterium and hydrogen |29|

• Generalised double-differential scattering cross-section for the condensed phase (for
example as a liquid)

= — fa",-,* [s"",„,,, (K,E) + S'"',,„,,, (/c,e)]+lr„„ S'"'„„ (*,£)}
k

- scattering Law for coherent and incoherent neutron scattering
- scattering length for coherent and incoherent neutron scattering
- neutron momentum transfer

neutron energy transfer

approximation according to Vineyard

dQxle
S(K,e)

tVulunc

ic = ko -

e = H -

kn

k
Ho

S(K) - static structure factor of the liquid

partial scattering laws

conservation of energy principle enJJ =£+nho)+El —E,

C2(JJI;0O) - Clebsch-Gordan coefficients



• Matrix-Elements

A. = \P,

• Generalised formulas for the different modifications of the cold moderators (for example
in the liquid state)

•Para-Hydrogen (S = 0):
do k r ; ,,<( ; ,

d£ld£ k() '"''

•Ortho-Hydrogen (S = 1):
d2o k n / 2 r,,,, _c ( 2

d£ld£ At) [_3 ' \ "

•Ortho-Deuterium (S = 0,2):
d2o k 17 2 5 , ~| lui

d£ld£ ku [ I " " " - " ^ ' ' g "" J

• Para-Deuterium (S = I):

d2o k f3fc2 c./,,, . Li S(f

dClde kn 4 "" '" K' \

'" (K £)]

2 , ^ ,„,
0 + 3 ""J '

,£ + 8

f ) + 4 / ; J5 '
The Program SCATHD calculates [...]/ b2 as Scattering Law file in KNDF/B-6 formal

for MT=7 and MF=4.
For the liquid phase S(a,(J) contains the complete scattering information, including ln-

tra- as well as Inter-interference. In generating integral cross-section data, for Gj to the scat-
tering cross-section only the neutron absorption cross-section must be added.

In the solid phase S(a,p) contains quantitatively the inelastic Intra-scattering. The co-
herent and incoherent elastic scattering must be added.

For the gaseous phase a Scattering Law according to the quantitative Koppel, Young-
Ansatz may be calculated with SCATHD containing all scattering components.

3.5 Solid hydrogen and deuterium

Solid hydrogen and deuterium have a polycrystalline lattice structure in a wide tem-
perature range ( > 2-4 K) according to hexagonal close packed (hep) lattices like metallic Be
or BeO. At lower temperatures the lattice structure can change to face centered cubic (fee),
which for hydrogen for example is dependent on the content of o-Hi.

The translator^ motion in the lattice is well known [31, 35, 36] . The frequency distri-
bution of the acoustical modes is pronounced by lattice-forces like van der Waals, overlap-
ping and quadrupole-quadrupole. As shown in the Figs. 12 and 14 the data of Yu et al. are
taken in harmonic approximation. For the optical modes, in the solid phase there are some un-
certainties. Some authors assume [31, 34], that due to the low temperature in the moderator
(degrees of freedom are frozen) and the low energy neutron source spectra these modes must
not be considered. Others suppose [37|, that the molecule at the lattice position can rotate
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relatively free and can also suffer excitation of the oscillation if the neutron energy is large
enough (neutron downscattering). To examine this, in the following we calculate cross-section
data for these two models for the moderator used as a source of UCN (o-D2 at 5K). But first
we must take care of the fact that the neutron scattering dynamics is completely different from
thai of the liquid phase, so that SCATHD is not generally adequate.

For the hep-lattice the coherent elastic scattering cross-section may be calculated by a
code like HHXSCAT |38| Therefore by using SCATHD the inter interference scattering must
be switched out (set S(K) = 1). Then in SCATHD only intra scattering without inlermolecular
interference is calculated. Generating Scattering Law Data with SCATHD or GASKHT2 [7|,
in addition one must lake care of that the elastic part (p=0) of S(a,p) is handled in incoherent
approximation. Therefore the incoherent elastic part should be calculated separately (set pa-
rameter NDAM=1 in GASKKT2 and for the resulting S(a,fi) generated with SCATHD set 0.0
for P=0). The formula for the incoherent elastic cross-section is quite simple :

a im,d (K) = a b.inc • A • ( I - exp (-4 • K • y(0) / A ) / (4 • K • y(0))

Y (0) is the Debye-Waller integral for the frequency distribution part to be considered.
Generally, generating HNDF/B-Files, there exists a problem for the compilation of co-

herent as well as incoherent elastic scattering data. Normally, in HNDF/B there are either co-
herent or incoherent elastic scattering cross-sections in section MF=7, MT=2. Both data sets
are not foreseen, but for solid deuterium, for example, the incoherent elastic scattering is
about 26c/( of the complete part, an amount which must be considered.

3.5.1 Cross-section data for 0-D2 (theory model 1)

For the dynamic modes and the scattering components of model I we make the
following assumptions :
• the degrees of freedom for rotation and oscillation are frozen
• frequency distribution for the acoustical modes as in Fig. 12 , normalised to 1.0
• only inelastic scattering in S(a,P). incoherent approximation, parameter NDAM=I in

GASKHT2
• coherent elastic scattering calculated separately by HHXSCAT/IKH
• incoherent elastic scattering calculated separately (program KLAS)

The partial total scattering cross-sections for 0-D1 at 17K are plotted in Fig. 15. As
from the coherent scattering cross-section can be seen, the Bragg edge for solid deuterium is
at 2.098 meV. For smaller neutron energies the scattering is completely incoherent. This fact
is important in discussing the interaction of UCN with matter in solid deuterium.
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Figure 15. Partial Neutron Scattering Cross Sections for Solid Deuterium at Temperature of 17K

3.5.2 Cross-section data for o-D2 and p-Hi (theory model 2)

Compared to the assumptions for the scattering dynamics model 1 for Ihe solid
moderator, following it is implemented :
• the degrees of freedom for rotation and oscillation can be excited, program SCATHD for

S(a,p) (with S ( K ) = 1 , NDAM=1 and S(a,|3=0)=0.0) inelastic Intra-scatlering handled
exactly, no incoherent approximation

• frequency distribution for the acoustical modes normalised to 0.5
• coherent elastic scattering by HHXSCAT/IKE, modified Debye-Waller integral for o-I>
• no incoherent elastic scattering from the acoustic modes for p-Hi up to u> ml, modified

Debye-Waller integral foro-Di and p-Hi

In Fig. 15 the partial scattering cross-sections for model 2 are compared to those generated
with model 1 for solid deuterium. As it is clearly seen, the main difference is from the
modification of the Debye-Waller integrals caused by the altered frequency distributions used
for coherent and incoherent elastic neutron scattering. Looking for the inelastic neutron
scattering, the excitation of the rotator for model 2 is obvious.

3.5.3 Verification of the models, comparison with experimental data

For Ihe solid moderators only few experimental data correlated with the frequency
spectra p(u>) or the neutron scattering dynamics are known. Hill, Lounasmaa [36] measured
the specific heat Cv for solid deuterium. CV/3R is simply correlated to p(w), especially for the
acoustical branch, according to:

C V / 3 R = I p ( o ) ) » ( ( D / T ) 2 • e x p ( c o / T ) / ( e x p ( w / T ) - d co

In Fig. 16 a comparison is shown for the theoretical models and the experiment. It
seems, that model 2 gives the best agreement to the experimental values.
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Figure 16. Heat Capacity lor Solid hep Deuterium

Sciffert |40) has measured total neutron cross-sections for solid hydrogen and deute-
rium. To compare with the experiment, we must combine the partial cross sections for scat-
tering (inelastic and elastic incoherenl and coherent) with absorption for our two models. In
Fig. 17 the result is shown for deuterium (probably n-Dj). As it is clearly seen from the rota-
tional peak around 10 meV, the rotations (and the oscillation) are not frozen. Therefore, the
model 1 is not realistic for the solid moderators. The strong decrease of the measured cross-
sections around 2.3 meV may be caused by great single crystallic domains in the probe,
whereas we calculated the coherent part for pure polycrystallic moderators.

8EIFFDRT 1970
IKE/SCATHD/HEXBCAT
KE/(3ASKBT2/HIXSC*T

Energy [eV]

Figure 17. Total Neutron Cross-Sections for Solid Deuterium at a Temperature of I7K

In Fig. 18 our results are presented for <JT (K) of p-Hi; but only for the model 2 calcu-
lations are done. As it is obvious, from the strong increase of the cross-section at E > w K.i
(excitation of the rotator), the neglecting of the optical modes in model I cannot lead to real-
istic cross-sections.
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Over a wide energy range our data are in excellent agreement with the experiment.
Therefore it is stated from the comparison for p-H2 (belter than from deuterium), that the opti-
cal modes may be excited in the solid moderators under the conditions of working with cold
neutron sources for the production of ultracold neutrons.

Energy [eV]

Figure 18. Total Neutron Cross-Sections for Solid hep p-Hydrogen at 5K

3.6 SOLID DEUTERIUM AS A COLD NEUTRON SOURCE PRODUCING ULTRA-
COLD NEUTRONS (UCN)

For design studies of existing [34] or planned [42] sources of ultracold neutrons exten-
sive radiation transport calculations must be done. But determining the ucn density, nowa-
days no standard transport code is generally available to calculate realistic neutron spectrum
data in the ultracold neutron energy range. Most of the known codes are restricted to energies
greater than some 10~5 eV from numerical aspects. Therefore, one must calculate the neutron
flux spectrum for the cold neutron domain and then determine the production rale of ucn by
the downscattering rate of the thermal and cold neutrons coming from the cold neutron source
of the research reactor. Unfortunately, this method too delivers no spectral information for the
loss rate of ucn, which essentially is the upscattering rate and the absorption rale. For our dis-
cussion, we therefore assume from our experience of studies with cold neutron sources in the
liquid phase [29] that the neutron flux spectrum in a solid deuterium neutron source can be
approximated as first guess by a maxwellian shape with a neutron temperature around 30K
plus an 1/E slowing down flux with a cut-off around 40 meV.

3.7 UCN PRODUCTION RATE FROM DOWNSCATTERING OF COLD NEUTRONS

The downscattering rate of cold and thermal neutrons lo the ucn energy range from 10 "''
to 10~* eV generally describes the ucn production :

PR (E-ucn) dE-ucn = N J a s ( Ej -» E-ucn ) • O ( E s) d Ej dE-ucn lucn / cm 3 / s]

The energy range for integration is dominated by the structure of the differential down-
scattering cross-section of the solid material. Cause in solid deuterium there may be some
amount of hydrogen (normally around 0.2 wt%) in Fig. 19 this cross-section is plotted for
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T and p-Hi at 5K for an ucn energy of 200 neV. As is seen, (he lower integration limit for
PR (H-ucn) may be IO~S eV. For pure deuterium, the upper energy limit may be around 20
meV. But for deuterium and hydrogen mixtures this limit must be increased to 300 meV. The
differential downscattering rate will be dominated by the structure around some meV up to 30
meV which clearly is correlated to the acoustical and rotational modes of the frequency distri-
butions (resonance scattering). Therefore one must take care of the production of adequate
Scattering Law Data. In S(a,P) the a.p-grid generally must contain the dominant energy
structures of these scatterer dynamic modes.

o-DZ IKE/3CATHD
p-H2 BCE/SCATHD j

1 0 ' 10-< l<r* 10"" 10"'
Initial Neutron Energy E0 [eV]

Figure 19. Differential Scattering Cross Section for Solid hep Moderators at 5K (H-UCN=2(X) neV)

In Fig. 20 the calculated ucn production rales are presented for pure 0-D2 at different
temperatures and the two models for the scatterer dynamics described in chapter 2. As is
clearly seen, the temperature effect is not very significant and the more realistic model from
from physical aspects delivers slightly fewer ucn. Calculating a mixture of 0-D2 with 0.2
wt% p-H: the production rale of ucn remain nearly unchanged.

3.8 UCN LOSS RATH FROM NKUTRON UPSCATTERING AND ABSORPTION

Contrary to realistic cold neutron source calculations, where no spectral informations of
the ucn energy range exist, we are able by our approximation with a maxwellian flux density
to estimate the ucn upscattering and absorption rates. The ucn loss rate is calculated as :

LR (H-ucn) dE-ucn = N • <& (K-ucn) [ a A (E-ucn) + \ a s(H-ucn —» H t ) dK t 1 dH.-ucn

The final energy integration range begins at the end of the ucn energy domain. The complete
integration range can be seen from Fig. 21 where the differential ucn upscaltering cross-
sections for 0-D2 and p-Hj are drawn. Cause of the low temperature, compared to the
downscattering cross-section, only poor fine structures of the frequency distribution modes
can be seen here.
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Figure 20. UCN Production Rate in Solid hep Deuterium at low Temperatures
(Maxwell Flux Density at Tn = 30 K)
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Figure 21. Differential UCN Upscattering Cross Section of Solid hep Materials at 5 K (HO = 2(X) ncV)

The UCN upscattering rates for the different dynamic scattering models and
temperatures are presented in Fig. 22. As is clearly seen, it is not favourable to have a
working temperature of an ucn source in the upper temperature range of the solid phase.
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In Fig. 23 the absorption and upscaltering rates of uen are compared for the pure 0-D2 mod-
erator and lor a mixture with 0.2 wt% p-Hi. For the deuterium sample, the upseattcring rale is
slightly lower than the absorption rate. Taking the mixture, the upseatlering rate remain nearly
unchanged whereas the absorption rate is increased by a factor of 4 cause of the large ab-
sorption cross-section of hydrogen.
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Figure 23. UCN reaction rates in solid hep o-deulerium at 5 K (Maxwell flux density at Tn = 30 K)
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4. SOLID MHTHANH AS A COLD MODERATOR

As a moderator for cold neutron sources methane essentially is discussed to be used in
the solid phase with temperatures around 20 to 30K. In this temperature range methane crys-
tallises in a face-centered cubic (fee) lattice. The methane molecule CH4 is built up as a tetra-
hedral structure of the hydrogen atoms with the carbon atom at the centre of mass. As for the
solid hydrogen containing moderators like polyethylene or light water ice the neutron interac-
tion with the bound H nuclei is treated in incoherent approximation. This can be done without
significant los.s of accuracy due to the strong dominance of the incoherent neutron scattering.
Therefore, for simplification the coherent neutron scattering in the regular lattice can be
omitted. The consequence of this approximation is that the neutron scattering below the Bragg
edge will be slightly overestimated.

The methane molecule has N=5 atoms. Taking 3N degrees of freedom in the solid phase
they split into 3 (hindered) translational modes, 3 strongly hindered rotations and 9 relatively
free oscillations. Omitting the translational modes weight and assuming the optical modes
being equivalently weighted, the part of the hindered rotational band in the frequency distri-
bution for the bound hydrogen should be weighted approximately by 1/4, the part of the dis-
crete oscillators should be weighted by 3/4. Following the ideas of MacFarlane |46| the 9 os-
cillators are reduced lo 4 with corresponding parameters listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Optical modes data for H bound in solid methane

mode

Vib./meV

Mef|/umu

Rot./meV

VWamu

162

3.247

Smeared

-

(O2

190

5.376

Band

co.<

361

23.81

Maximum

-

374

6.944

8.0

3.125

The smeared band of the hindered rotations in the frequency distribution is shown in
Fig. 24 together with a proposal of Morishima et al [47]. The distribution gi\en b\
MacFarlane is derived from the measurements of Harker, Brugger [48] It is handled in har-
monic approximation. Compared to the older p(co) the new one has a lower weigh! which
seems to be not adequate compared with measured total neutron cross sections of solid meih-
ane (Fig. 25). For the Morishima model the authors reduced the number of discrete oscillators
to two (170 and 387 meV). Generating a Scattering Law data file with this model we have
taken the same relative weight ratio as for the four oscillators. In Table 6 an overview is given
for the temperature grid and the MCNP data sets. To validate the neutron transport model and
the scattering dynamics some thermalisation moderator experiments [45, 49) with solid meth-
ane as moderator were recalculated. Compared to the measured neutron flux densities the cal-
culated results agree well within the published accuracy (Fig. 26 and Fig. 27).

Table 6. Temperature grid of the generated data sets for H bound in solid methane

TinK

MCNP set

20

s-meth.OOt

22

s-meth.OH

31

s-melh.02l

57

s-meth.03t

77

s-melh.04t

89

s-meih.05t
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Figure 24. Continuous part of the frequency distribution of H bound in solid methane around T=22K
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Figure 25. Total neulron cross section for solid methane around T=20K
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Figure 26. Neutron flux density spectrum in solid methane around T=20K
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Figure 27. Neutron flux density spectrum in solid methane at T=20K

5. CROSS SECTIONS DATA SETS FOR POLYCRYSTALLINE ALUMINIUM

Aluminium metal crystallises at normal conditions in a face centered cubic (fee) lattice
structure. For cold moderators often it is used as a container material at low temperatures
around 20K. To get optimally thermalised cold neutron flux spectra re-entrant holes often are
implemented for these cold neutron sources with a wall thickness of 1-3 mm.

The neutron-scattering nucleus interaction in fee Al is pronounced essentially by the
dynamical modes excitation of the Al lattice describing neutron downscattering or upscatter-
ing. Kafer [50] examined these correlations evaluating a generalised frequency distribution
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derived from Walker [52]. The neutron scattering in the Al lattice is composed by an incoher-
ent inelastic scattering part generated as Scattering Law Data S(cc,p,T) file in ENDF-6 format
and the coherent elastic part.

In Fig. 28 the generalised frequency distribution p(co) for polycrystalline Al is shown
which is taken in harmonic approximation for calculating S(a,p\T). The contributions of the
elastic and inelastic neutron scattering to the integral cross section is shown in Fig. 29.
Comparisons of calculated and measured Al cross sections at 100K [50] showed good agree-
ment, measurements at 20 K are not available (see also [51]).
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Figure 28. Frequency distribution of polycrystalline aluminium
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Figure 29. Total cross sections for polycrystalline aluminium
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6. TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS FOR COLD AND ULTRA COLD NKUTRONS

The transport calculations based on the evaluated scattering laws can be performed with
standard transport codes in multigroup approximation or by continuous Monte Carlo e.g. by
the multigroup programs ANISN, DORT, TORT (SN theory) or MORSE (Monte Carlo) and
by continuous Monte Carlo codes like MCNP. The data processing for these codes can be per-
formed by NJOY, if the scattering law data are available in corresponding ENDF-6 formal.
However, difficulties arise if the energy range of interest is lower than 10° eV. For the range
of ullracold neutrons (some neV to about 500 neV) the present NJOY version cannot process
data. Therefore, we tried to extend all corresponding limits in NJOY to produce cross section
data for multigroup and continuous Monte Carlo applications for the UCN range. This attempt
was quite successful, we could produce data for solid, liquid and gaseous Di for various tem-
peratures. For multigroup calculations no further changes in transport programs are necessary.
The generated 277 group data with 79 groups below 0.01 meV, 33 groups up to 3 eV and 165
groups above 3 eV can be applied directly in standard SN codes like ANISN. Continuous
Monte Carlo calculations e.g. by MCNP, however, must be splitted into two parts. First part
treats the energy range above the standard cutoff of 0.01 meV. The spectrum calculated by
this part is then used to calculate the scattering source for the UCN range. A direct approach
in one calculation leads to completely insufficient statistical results for extreme low energies.
The separate calculation of scattering source will be performed based on the S(oc,P) scattering
law data. This scattering source will be used then for a second run only for the UCN range.
Using a biased source distribution the calculation for the UCN range results in spectra with
sufficient statistical accuracy without extraordinary large computing time. As an example a
simple model of a sphere was calculated to estimate the UCN production in a sphere filled by
liquid and solid Deuterium of 20K and 10K, respectively. The sphere of 20 cm diameter was
surrounded by a moderator of 293K. The outer diameter of the moderator was 150 cm. The
problems were calculated by SN code ANISN and MCNP (two parts, the space dependency of
the scattering source in the inner sphere was regarded by subdividing the sphere into 10 re-
gions). The results are shown in Fig. 30. The ANISN and MCNP results are in good agree-
ment. The only problem found for the first part of calculation was in the range from 0.01 to
0.1 meV. Here, probably the procedure for treating the thermal scattering based on S(ct,|J) ta-
bles should be improved. However, in the case of D2 (liquid or solid) this range contributes
not significantly to the UCN source.

I 1.E-05

IE 09 1-E-OB 1 E-07 IE 06 1.E-05 1.E-04

Figure 30. Comparison of ANISN and MCNP calculations for solid and liquid Di in a spherical container
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Since there is only a small gain of UCN per scattering UCN will be produced near neu-
tron guides or in a storage with special treated surfaces to minimise their losses. In such re-
gions total reflection must be regarded. This effect cannot be treated by the standard version
of MCNP. Therefore, the reflection model for MCNP was extended to simulate reflection on
mirrors or super mirrors by corresponding reflection law taking into account the losses at the
walls of the guide tubes. The advantage of this application is that the geometry of the source
and its environment can be treated for both spectrum calculation and UCN transport calcula-
tion by the same code. No special code for the UCN transport is necessary. All advantages of
MCNP tally options for analysis of results can be used therefore. The only disadvantage is
that gravity can only be regarded by further more complicated changes in reflection routine
since the flight of neutrons in MCNP is simulated linearly. For calculation of neutron trans-
port in a storage the decay of neutrons can be regarded by a special tally or by changing the
weight after every boundary crossing event.

An application of MCNP for UCN production and transport in a UCN source is - for
example - the calculation for the planned D2 source in the FRM-II reactor which is presently
in the start-up phase.

The cold source of liquid D2 (Fig. 31) and the UCN source of solid D2 (Fig. 32) is
modelled in detail. In a first MCNP run the spectrum in the D2 source (influenced from the
cold source) is calculated. In second run MCNP transport calculations were started for the re-
gion of the solid D2 and the storage for the UCN. The flow chart of these calculations is
shown in Fig. 33. The results of such calculations are the production rate of UCN and the av-
erage life time of UCN in the storage taking into account losses at the wall and in the D2 zone
as well as the decay of neutrons.

Cold Source
(D2 liquid)

Figure 31. Detail: Cold Source And Mini - D2 in SR4 of hRM - 2



Figure 32. UCN - Source (Solid D2)

For the complete geometric model:
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Calculation of UCN-source in

1
For region of D2-source and connected
beam tube or storage: MCNP transport
calculation for UCN in D2 and beam tube

or storage for 100 neV < E < 252 neV
Figure 33. Transport calculations with Monte - Carlo Code MCNP
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7. CALCULATION OF SCATTERING LAW DATA S(a,p\T) IN KNDF-6 FORMAT AND
FURTHFR PROCESSING

In Fig. 34 the scheme of generating thermal neutron cross section data sets for a
MCNP(X) data library is shown based on the ENDF-6 formal and the nuclear data processing
system NJOY.

Static structure factor S(K) Frequency distribution p(w)

ENDF/B-VI.5
or JEF-2.2

Evaluated Nuclear Data File

S(a ,J3 ,T) + elastic XS
ENDF/B-6 Format

NJOY-99.67+
Nuclear Data Processing System

RECONR, BROADR THERMR

ACER

Fast and thermal data sets for
MCNP(X)

Figure 34. Neutron Cross Section Processing

Codes solving the Fourier transformation of the intermediate scattering function for the
system neutron-scattering nucleus are LFAPR (solution with the so-called phonon expansion)
or GASKHT2 (solving by direct integration). In the previous chapters the necessary physical
input to these codes as e.g. the generalised frequency distribution p((0) for solid and liquid
moderators was given in detail.

These codes allow to treat frequency distributions composed of free or hindered trans-
lations or diffusive motion, a continuous part of a broad band of frequencies (e.g. for hindered
rotations) and discrete Einstein 8-oscillators. LEAPR (a module of NJOY) which is from nu-
merical aspects superior to GASKKT2, is used to generate the thermal data sets for water and
methane as Scatlering Law data files S(oc,p\T) and in addition the elastic scattering part for
the solid moderators. These parts are stored in file MF=7 and section MT=4 or MT=2 in the
evaluated data file of thermal neutron scatlering in moderators.



For fee Al the incoherent inelastic data set was generated with LKAPR. The coherent
elastic file was prepared by our code FCCALPB which was written by Kiifer /36/ and then
linked with the LKAPR result to the complete HNDF-6 formal.

For hydrogen with its free rotations of the molecules both codes are not applicable. At
IKK we developed the code SCATHD to handle Hi or D? for solid, liquid or gaseous phases
regarding the spin dependent modifications ortho and para. For the liquid phase the static
structure factor S(K) considering the intermolecular interference scattering is input for
SCATHD. The coherent neutron scattering is handled according to the Vineyard approxima-
tion

With the module THFRMR of NJOY thermal scattering cross sections as a function of
energy and temperature as well as differential data can be calculated based on the corre-
sponding evaluated thermal neutron scattering file in KNDF7B-6 format. Modifications of the
modules LEAPR and THKRMR to guarantee a correct processing were necessary and are
done at IKK.

The generation of cross section data sets for MCNP(X) from the pointwise files was
done by the module ACKR.

Two processes are allowed in the S(a,p,T) treatment in MCNP(X):
1. inelastic scattering with cross section G (inelastic) and a coupled energy-angle

representation derived from the S(a,p,T) Scattering Law data in ENDF-6 format
2. elastic scattering with no change in outgoing neutron energy for solids with cross section

a (elastic) and an angular treatment derived from lattice parameters.
For inelastic scattering, the secondary energy distributions are represented by a set of equalh
probable final energies (64) for each member of a grid of initial energies (57) from an upper
limit of ~4 eV down to 0.00001 eV along with a set of angular data for each initial and final
energy.

8. CONCLUSIONS

For light water for the solid and liquid phases and for hydrogen for the liquid and gase-
ous phases as well as for solid methane we have derived realistic models to describe the neu-
tron scattering dynamics as a function of energy transfer, impulse change and moderator tem-
perature. The corresponding generalised frequency distributions p(to) were taken to generate
Scattering Law data files in KNDF-6 format for the individual moderator phases for specified
temperatures. The code LKAPR of the NJOY code package was used for calculation of
S(cc,p,T) by the so-called phonon expansion method solving the intermediate scattering func-
tion. LKAPR was taken to generate the solid and liquid water and methane data sets. The h\-
drogen data sets were generated with the IKK program SCATHD. For validating of the scat-
tering dynamics models and the calculated Scattering Law data sets S(a,p,T) measured differ-
ential and integral neutron cross sections were compared with the corresponding calculated
ones. It could be shown that the overall agreement of calculated and measured cross sections
for all investigated moderators in its different phases generally was very satisfactory.

In addition to the IKE evaluations for the different cold moderators in its special phases
we considered other published model assumptions for the neutron-scattering nucleus interac-
tion, took the resulting phonon spectra p((0) to prepare S(a,p,T) files and showed the conse-
quences for calculated neutron scattering cross sections (see e.g. liquid water and solid meth-
ane).

For calculation of neutron thermalisation and transport in cold moderators data sets for
the neutron transport code MCNP were generated. The data sets can be used with the MCNP
versions 4C and X. The content of the prepared MCNP(X) library is described in appendix B.



For the validation of these data sets the calculated neutron flux density speetra for different
moderators at two experimental facilities were compared with corresponding measured spec-
tra. Most results agree well within the reported accuracy of measurement. At the present
status the generated MCNP library for the moderators ice, water, hydrogen, solid methane,
and cold Al as a structure material can be seen as an adequate tool for neutron thermalisation
studies in the low temperature range for these moderators. Further validation should be made
by application for alternative experiments especially al JKSSICA al Jiilich. Furthermore, for
some moderators like hydrogen new basic data were published recently, which could be used
to improve the existing data. For the future, corresponding data for clathrales and further in-
teresting moderator materials (e.g. mesitylene) as well as for mixtures of moderators should
be available for extended optimisation of the moderator of pulsed neutron sources.
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